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Reviewer's report:

Fabbiani and colleagues conducted a retrospective study to compare the risk to withdraw efavirenz + 2 NRTI containing regimens according to the pills burden (i.e. single tablet regimen [STR] versus several pills once or twice daily). In summary they showed that STR formulation is associated with less interruption (due to virological failure and patient's decision) although the risk of toxicity (particularly on the CNS) remained similar in all groups. This work reinforces the idea that STR regimens are associated with better acceptability and patient's adherence to combined antiretroviral therapy [cART], which issue is of particular importance for long-term efficacy.

This work is well done and well written.

Major Compulsory Revisions

The main limitations of this work are that i. baseline characteristics of groups are not identical and ii. the number of participants in the main interest group is low (only 17% of all patients). I agree that multivariate analyzes can substantially attenuate these differences between groups, but it remains that patients in the STR group have been treated more recently (calendar years), are more likely to have been switched to this regimen (than to be naïve patients starting with), and received better tolerated backbone (TDF+FTC = 100% for STR group whereas one third of other groups received AZT+3TC). Moreover there is slightly less IVDU in STR group. All these factors could bias the comparison and I think only an analysis with propensity score-adjusted baseline characteristics could allow a reliable comparison between groups.

However, this study is of interest because, in the current environment where the provision of generic became a reality, it is important to demonstrate to decision makers (medical experts, health economists) that going back to separate pills risks to undermine the effectiveness of therapy.
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